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Chapter

Modeling and Simulation of a DC
Drive Integrated through
a Demultiplexer
Fatima Isiaka and Zainab Adamu

Abstract
As expected, digital circuits are mostly ubiquitous and a necessary part of our
modern and everyday life. Most of our electronics are formed from its configuration. Also new applications are now being designed almost all the time. This is fairly
a most recent phenomenon. This chapter is aimed at integration of a DC motor to its
demultiplexer encoders for the modeling of a complex system. Almost every
mechanical movement that we come across is accomplished by an electronic motor,
which are a means of converting energy to mechanical source. Almost all DC motors
work on the same principles so the main objective is to apply direct current that
operates through the interaction of magnetic flux and an electric current to produce
rotational speed and configured torque to the demultiplexer encoders for the automation of a complex engine starter system. On several reruns, the result shows that
the DC motor and DMF machine will be an important factor for mechanical device
integration and composition of most demultiplexed machines.
Keywords: demultiplexer encoders, direct current, magnetic flux, automation

1. Introduction
Digital circuits represent logical possible values that combines the most basic
building blocks of its configuration using the role of logic which defines the physical
behaviour of the process. Its principles is formed from modularity of analog circuits
that allows users to create circuits of mind-boggling complexity that are reliable and
consistent [1, 2]. Digital circuits have become so popular and successfully that it can
be used to produce programmable processor with fast and even running capabilities. Its importance is based on remarkable flexibility which can be implemented to
produce a remarkable diversity of functions, which means that a device can do a lot
of things based on its flexible programmability. The fundamental components
includes AND, OR and the inverter (Figure 1). The flipflops is another storage
device based on digital circuits that holds a logic value; the most common one is the
D flipflop. One sure way of representing a digital circuit is using schematic diagrams that shows a collection of its components that are connected together with
lines and adders. They are also designed by using hand-drawn methods during the
1980s [3–5]. Computed aided tools are developed to reduce the amount of effort
necessary to stipulate circuits and verification of the output correctly.
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Figure 1.
The AND, OR and NOR gates, together with the flipflops. (a) The OR Gate with one output port. (b) rFlipFlop
with two inputs and outputs. (c) The AND Gate with one output. (d) The NOR Gate with a single output.

1.1 Programmable processors
The most important digital circuit is the programmable processors (PP)
(Figure 2). The figure shows a simple generic processor and an additional memory
device, which can be observed as an array of storage location, identified by an
integer index known as ROM and RAM address. Each location in the memory is
stored in a fixed-length integer processors with 32–64 bits [6, 7]. For the PP, we are
going to be making use of the WashU-2 software and VHDL Language. The memory in the processors is used to save and store two types of information which
includes the instructions and data [8, 9]. An example of the instruction could be two
or more numbers together or transfer of a value between the processors and

Figure 2.
Diagram indicating a simple programmable processor with a RAM and ROM.
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memory. The processors includes internal storage capabilities (registers) that holds
intermediate data or information.
1.2 The demultiplexer
In digital circuits, the demultiplexer represents one to many, which is one internal
input to multiple outputs. By applying control signal the input is steered to the output.
The 1–4 demultiplexer has 1 input bit, 2 control bit and 4 output pits (Figure 3).
The data or information (D) bits is transferred or transmitted to the data bit of the
output lines, depending on the value of the inputs AB, which are the control bits.
The DC motors are distinguished by their ability to operate from possible direct
current and work on their motor principles. The DC motors are basically electromechanical energy conversion devices that are essentially a mm of transfer between an
input side and an output side [10, 11]. The parts mostly necessary for electromechanical
energy conversion are the direct current log, the induction log and the synchronous logs,
these are used extensively for rigorously energy conversion purposes. When electric
energy are supplied to the conductor, the interaction of current flowing in the conductor
produces mechanical force and energy. The extended force is exerted upon the conductor and presented as flux which is associated with the mechanical motion. The input
load is the electrical energy, while the output load is the mechanical energy [12, 13].
The DC motors consists of sets of coils in permanent magnets or stator, these are
connected to the demultiplexer. The stator are mostly stationary outside while the
motor are composed of windings connected to the external circuit through
mechanical commutator. The value of mechanical force extracted upon the conductor can be expressed as:
Force ¼ Dxðx ∗ LÞ where D is the density and L is the length of the conductor,
X is the value of the current that could be flowing in the conductor.
The chapter mostly discussed the configurations of a DC motor machine
(Figure 5) integrated with a demultiplexer to produce an engine starter system with
induced variables of electromagnetic flux [14]. The value of the induced current
flowing through the armature is dependent upon the difference between the applied
voltage and the counter voltage. The current due to this counter voltage tends to
oppose the very cause for its production according to the opposite resultant
response to the demultiplexer [15–17]. During simulation of the entire system, the
outputs were re-evaluated at process time. In the demultiplexer, when a process is

Figure 3.
The DC machine circuit.
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being utilized as a definite combinational circuit from the point signals to the
process are included in the list of induced signals used for the test procedure [18].
As such, a process is defined or serve as part of the combinational circuit, therefore
any input signal in the process can be related to the sensitivity list for the entire
system (Figure 4).
The Figure above (Figure 4) shows the schematic diagram of the DC motor, it
has two different circuit port Ia and If [19]. The field current and the frame-work
circuits. The inlet of the DC motor is in a form of electrical power while the outlet or
output is mechanical with a power voltage. The field-curve is supplied from a
separate voltage source in its equivalent circuit board representing the resistance
and induced field twist. The current produced in the curve establishes the magnetic
field necessary for the motor operation. In the frame-work or rotor circuit, the
voltage speed applied across the motor terminals is the flow of current in the framework circuit and the resistance Rr of the frame-work circuit winding, is the total
voltage induced in the armature or frame-work circuit. Applying the Kanel Voltage
Length is the armature circuit gives the following equation:
V T Eb þ Ia Ra

(1)

where V T is the voltage applied to the frame-work or rotor terminals of the
motor and Ra is the resistance of the rotor curve. The total induced current is
typically represented by electrical power and the terminal voltage by the volts (V).
Sometimes at end point, the motor speed is equivalent to null value. The rotor
current at initial point is large enough to induce resistance flux in the magnetic field
surrounding the rotor point. The power transfer equation is given as:
Pd dv ¼ KΘIa

(2)

and induced voltage is given as:
Eb2




2πN i
¼ K K f If 1
60

with operating speed N i and field rotor current If 2 .

Figure 4.
The DC machine circuit.
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For utility purposes, the DC motor serves as a form of integral with the demultiplexer, we needed to understand the characteristic curves, which involves the
torque or speed curve and power curve or machine curve (Figure 5). The difference
or similarity between the two is most significant in choosing a DC motor for the
particular circuit integration. Therefore, the torque for the rotor is given as:
T ddc ¼ KϕIa

(4)

The graphs below (Figure 7) shows the difficulties during paramiterizing from a
synchronised catalog data. The model is filtered based on the input data from the
machine operating data to the resultant output form. And care is also taken when
transferring data to model from the physical main unit. The results are cross
checked in some of the characteristic operating points. The motor runs up with
load, the friction are also considered and achieved a no load speed of 5144 rpm with
a current of 0 ohms. When a friction of 0.0018 Nm applied, the current is adjusted
to a catalog value of 600 for the DMF machine. The speed is increased to 100 for the
starter machine and still maintain a high catalog value. This particular difference
can be explained by tolerance in manufacturing and considered by increased catalog
data. The exemplars is achieved and the no load speed is maintained. The practical
test on the machine demonstrates how to use the rotor converters to implement a
speed control for the DC motor. The speed for the freewheel controller’s output is
the set value for a subordinated torque control oriented field. The controllers uses or
make use of an intern model for the motor and requires the starter machine’s
current as input. The DMF’s output (Figure 7) is also necessary stator voltages in
the constant rotating frame of the reference machine (Figure 6). Most of the output
are termed or came out as neutral or normalised.
The element DMF changes the reference frame into machine variables (ABC)
and calculates switching ratios for a possible pulse width modulation. Furthermore
the element worm-freeWheel maps the line currents into the dm reference frame.
Note that for correct mapping scale has to be set to 2=3. The reference frame
(worm-freeWheel) is the rotor system. In this example the switching ratios
DMF:sabc are directly used by ideal-Unswitched-Inverter which converts the DC
voltage into the necessary line voltages. The model demonstrates the use-case shortcircuit of the power supply. In this simulation there is a short circuit at time 1.5 s

Figure 5.
DC motor integration with the demultiplexer, the rotor machine and DMF speedvolt.
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Figure 6.
Graphs indicating current flow for input voltages of the motor, freewheel and starter machine. (a) The inverse
error rate of the DC motor voltage, (b) Up peak error rate for Starter Machine, (c) Normalised current flow for
the freeWheel controllers, (d) Neutral current flow for the DMF machine.

Figure 7.
Resultant graphs or results from reruns of input data for DC motor, starter machine and DMF machine.
(a) Synchronised voltage for DC motor and Starter Engine, (b) Synchronised voltage for DC motor and
Freewheel, (c) Synchronised current flow for worm Machine and torque control, (d) Synchronised current
flow for PID Machine and Demultiplexer.
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Figure 8.
Machine performance rate of DC motor, the demultiplexer, the rotor machine and DMF speedvolt.

and produces high transient currents and a torque peak. After less than 1 s the
induction machine comes to a standstill (Figure 7).
On several reruns, the more the input data the more changes in result output
during process visualization. The DC motor and the starter engine work in
sychronized format than the other machines used for the integration and process
flow. The freewheel serves as a buster to the end machine. The sample size was
reduced for the PID and demultiplexer because the number of error rates increased
as more samples or input data was tested for the process flow. Based on performance rate (Figure 8), the DC motor and DMF machine will be an important factor
for most mechanical device integration and composition.

2. Conclusion
This chapter mostly talks about the DC motor integration to the demultiplexer
with other machine, while simulating most of its machine parts or circuits such a
the torque and DMF that serves as a buster. The amount of load of constant torque
decreases in speed as the rotor resistance is increased. The overall resistance in the
rotor circuit or machine is increased by applying a constant variable as the resistance of the rotor winding is fixed for a given motor. All machines that serves as
buster is described briefly in the above sections and are all used to control the DC
motor by changing the external resistance in line with the rotor. The relationship
between the torque speed and its applied voltage in terms of the DMF controllers is
indicated in the figures and provide a smooth variation for the speed control. The
losses and efficiency of the DC motor and demultiplexer can be corrected by a
constant rerun and applying more input voltage. So, for our future purposes, we
intend to produce a physical mechanical configuration for practical runs and visible
speed monitoring and make proper decisions on appropriate integration and
torque control of the load due to rotational loses.
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